
“A free people need not fear, nor require government's
permission to investigate government.”

But fear of government is the direction The USA
is  going  as  a  nation.  Mayors,  county  councils
and school boards are treating us, the Sovereign
Citizens, as property. Creating fiefdoms on their
say  so  alone  in  our  communities.  State
governments have lost their collective minds in
many respects  across our  land.  Totally  out  of
touch with the people and the US Constitution. 

Social Justice, Critical Race Theory and a China
world  government  agenda  are  on  America's
horizon. And there is no one to save us but us. 

But we know how to win and there is hope...



TRUTH has destroyed more petty dictators than 
all the wars though history.

THE S2 PROJECT investigates government for the sole purpose
of getting to the truth. That is not the end game but the starting
point. 

As an example. What if we told you that your mayor and local
health officials knew of the Covid lock-downs prior to November
2019? That the commercials seen on TV in February 2020 that
mentioned Covid where produced in the summer of 2019? Every
event has a time line. 

Using the Freedom Of Information Act (FOIA,  5 U.S.C. § 552)  is
one  of  the  tools  we  use  to  dig  out  information  and  force
government  transparency.  There  are  may  others  we  average
Americans  can  use  without  a  law  degree.   Used  in  the  right
manor  these  tools  can  result  crooked  officials  resignations.
Reverse illegal mandates. Under the rule of law recover stolen &
misappropriated public funds. The bonus is it's rather fun being
a part of making it happen.



THE S2 PROJECT is a civil action group of American Patriots. Us
'working stiffs'  that want to kick government butt enough that
they  will  leave  us  and  our  children  alone.  Do  their  jobs  the
correct way and with transparency. Finish in a manor so we do
not have to do it all over again in 10 or even 50 years. It is not
going to happen by wishful thinking. But it can happen with you
at the helm. 

THE S2 PROJECT is looking for Patriots to be local leaders in
their  communities.  What  you  need  is  a  desire  to  make  your
corner  of  America  more  constitutional  sound.  We provide  the
training and support. All skill levels are welcome here. Whether
you push a pen or swing a hammer to feed your family. We'll
teach you everything you need to organize a local team. All the
''how to's''. All the strategy, methods, knowledge and tactics. 

Andrew Torba, the CEO of Gab.com said, “We must organize in
our communities and upscale from there.” In other words. You
take care of you part of America. I'll take care of mine and we'll
meet you at the state capital.  Investigating government to use
that information is how we will get the job done. For more details
log on.

Registration is free. No monthly dues. You will never be asked to
donate as a member. Our Nat'l HQ Team supports itself so we
can support you wherever in the USA.

We know how to win. 
All we are missing is Patriots like you. 
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We  believe  in  the  team  concept.  Facing  up  to  the  fact  that
government in itself is a team. The people working there have
had  plenty  of  time  to  work  together  to  make  a  mess  of  the
business done in the name of the people. We The People have left
government on 'Cruse Control' far too long. It will take teams of
local people to work through making the corrections.  The land
of the free stays free by us doing what government fears most.
Being united. That's Freedom & Liberty the American Way.

Even  on  a  spare-time basis  this  can  be  accomplished  with  a
dedicated group of 40 local citizens applying 1 to 2 hours each
per week. With another 100 citizens in support lending a hand
when they can.  At  THE S2 PROJECT we keep it  practical.  We
know someone has to do the laundry or cut the grass while still
taking time to save our inalienable rights in our communities.
America was founded for the “working stiffs”.      Join the Team. 

3916 N POTSDAM AVE., PMB 1591, SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
877-783-7778                    theS2project.com 


